
 "We could note thank Johnna enough for the beautiful performance for our wedding in Dahlonega, GA. Johnna
understood exactly the style we wanted as a backdrop for the entire wedding (cocktails, seating, processional, & 

reception). We were having a very intimate wedding & Johnna helped to make it extraordinarily special. Easy to work 
with, flexible, responsive to our specific tastes, professional, and a beautiful style & repertoire! We couldn't be happier 

& all our guests were so impressed with the lovely performance. So happy we found you Johnna!"
-Steve & Lindsey

 
"We recently employed Johnna to perform at a Make-A-Wish (R) future major-gift philanthropy reception. She was 
prompt and professional. Not only was her performance excellent, it was a great enhancement to the overall event!" 

Carl E. Hanson
Chairman of the National Board

Make-A-Wish Foundation of America
 

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS:

 "Johnna played solo guitar at our wedding and it was a great addition to the day! She's incredibly talented, and 
throughout the process was responsive and easy to work with. Would definitely recommend! 

Sarah N. 10/24/2021
 

 "Great experience! Johnna provided beautiful music for our outdoor wedding and cocktail hour. She was easy to get 
in touch with and flexible to work with. She really added a wonderful atmosphere to our celebrations." 

Brielle F. ~ 9/26/2020
 

“Johnna was AMAZING. She was incredibly punctual, she played BEAUTIFULLY, and I can't imagine a more 
perfect ceremony. She was so accommodating, she even took a song request for our ceremony that was not originally 

on her sheet of offerings. I am immensely thankful we found her for our ceremony."
Tammy L. 09/24/2019 

 
"Johnna was so easy to work with and she was so sweet throughout the process! I had requested her to learn a song for 
my ceremony, and it turned out beautifully! She was very good about responding and again, just so easy to work with. 
On the day of my ceremony, it rained...but Johnna remained professional and kept on playing for my guests! The way 
she plays the guitar was so pretty for my outdoor wedding. I would recommend her for anyone who wants acoustic for 

their wedding or just to have great ambiance at any function. Thank you so much Johnna!"
Mary Ashley/April 2016
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